Amir’s experiential education program inspires thousands of campers each summer. We are seeking passionate young adults to work as Amir Farmers & counselors at our 20+ summer camp partners across the US & Canada.

Farmers build a productive garden or farm with campers and a team of Amir Farmers, running environmental & social justice programming using Amir’s curriculum.

Farmers are brought together for the Amir Seminar, where they learn the necessary skills to build an educational summer camp garden. Amir provides mentorship & support throughout the summer.

Gardening / farming experience is a plus, but not a prerequisite. A passion for working with youth is a must. This paid position also includes summer housing, food, & transportation.

Applications are reviewed on a rolling basis, with priority given to early applications. Join a generation of farmers and apply today at www.amirproject.org/application

For more information visit www.amirproject.org or email recruitment@amirproject.org